Invitation

J

oin Sarah for a full day workshop where you will
experience how System Dynamics works first
hand, and discover its potency.

Complex scenarios demand clear thinking and insightful action, which is inherently difficult. This workshop
will offer leaders the opportunity to learn and deepen their awareness of how system dynamics is a powerful
approach to understanding and resolving workplace challenges. System dynamics provides multiple
perspectives. It enables leaders to zoom in and zoom out to see both the whole picture and the detail; it
illuminates the relationship between various elements at work, and it highlights the impacts of any changes
on the complex web of relationships.

'An opportunity to apply a new lens to discern wise choices in
the face of complexity & uncertainty'
Whether you come to examine a complex scenario, test what impact various strategies will have or discover
any hidden dynamics that are critical you will learn, and leave with insights and practices for immediate use.
Whether you come to examine a complex scenario, test what
impact various strategies will have, or discover any hidden
critical dynamics, you will leave with insights and
practices for immediate use.
For senior leaders: enhance your insight into
current challenges, and learn to better
navigate their impact and future significance
to organisational performance.
For functional divisions and units: gain
systemic awareness and learn how to
enhance collaboration and coherence.
For HR executives: study the systemic
principles to better support successful
organisational functioning.
For organisational consultants and
coaches: gain an understanding of key
systemic principles that provide powerful
perspectives for diagnosis and design of
developmental initiatives.

Full Day Sydney Session
Friday 24 November 2017
Arrive 8.45am for 9.00am start to 5.00pm

National Trust Centre, Upper Fort Street, Millers Point
in the Annie Wyatt Room. Refreshments will be served throughout the day.

sarahcornally.com

Sarah will include foundational concepts and basic processes which you will find applicable in your work
context and we will address at least 2 client issues. She will include recent insights, new discoveries and
observations regarding systemic constellations gained during her training internationally.
*This workshop is eligible as the pre-requisite for the Systems Dynamics & Organisational Constellations
Training commencing in October 2017

Book early to ensure your seat within the Group places are limited.
The Workshop will be run at an introductory
price of $495 (inc gst)
You are welcome to bring your colleagues along for the workshop, please let them know.

To purchase your ticket via Eventbrite please click below (*conditions apply):
Friday 24 November 2017
Password: SDO
The link will take you through to Eventbrite and payment can be made via Paypal (which accepts Amex, Visa and MasterCard) or direct with Visa or Mastercard.

The session will be facilitated by Sarah Cornally

S

arah Cornally has been studying systems dynamics and
organisational constellation work in Europe for the past six
years and has found this a particularly powerful way to
quickly access solutions and useful outcomes in the face of
complex and challenging dilemmas. Sarah’s work focuses on
enabling leaders to collectively create successful businesses
and organisations where people thrive whilst achieving the
organisation’s purpose. She has a special interest in developing
greater capacity to respond insightfully and effectively to
uncertainty and complexity by exploring adaptive responses.

sarahcornally.com

